
ABOUT Chryssy

PARTNERSHIP Opportunities

STOP FEELING LIKE YOUR BRAND ISN'T REFLECTIVE OF WHO YOU ARE AND 
WHAT YOU HAVE TO OFFER. It’s time to be seen, heard, and paid.

Chryssy  is a Brand Strategist who partners with entrepreneurs to 
develop a strategy to reach their ideal target market and grow their 
online presence. She is knowledgeable in brand strategy, web 
design, and marketing. Chryssy has an intense passion, some 
might even call it an ADDICTION for all things design. She prides 
herself on working closely with her clients to optimize the effects of 
designs on a customer thereby developing a brand that speaks 
genuinely to who you are along with a collection of creative minds, 
who love the business of design, as much as she does. Chryssy 
loves when her clients share their dreams with her and together 
they make them a reality.

Guest Speaking

Strategic Partnerships

Affiliate and Commission 

Sponsored Blog Posts

Media Trips

Workshop Collaborations

Brand Ambassador

Social Media Sponsorship

Contests and Giveaways

Site Advertising
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BRAND STRATEGIST. WEB DESIGNER.

ROBINSON
Chryssy

(586) 229 - 9097

chryssy@koloraddikt.com

www.koloraddikt.com

@koloraddikt



Chrystal is simply amazing, a gem! HIRE HER! She has a knack for hearing what's not being 
said, is very conscientious about her work, operates with honesty and a high level of integrity, 
and has great communication skills. I am very pleased with my finished product and would 
definitely work with her again." -Angela Bishop Ross

Chrystal is very knowledgeable in her areas of expertise making for the perfect business 
coach. I would highly recommend any business newbie or seasoned business owner to 
work with her. I'm so happy to work with you, and look forward to our continued partnership!

@koloraddikt

-Christina De Jimenez
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